Volume Rubric
Part 1

Oral Presentation

Name___________________
Presented

Student demonstrates:
1. Understanding of a Cord

Correct

a. Can give dimensions of a cord (l = 8ft, w = 4ft, h = 4ft)
b. Can use formula to calculate (v =l x w x h = 128 cubic ft)
c. Can discuss correction- due to air space volume = 90 ft3

2. Understanding of Board Feet
a. Can give dimensions of a board foot (l=12”, w=12”, h=1”)
b. Can use formula to calculate (v=l x w x h=144cubic inches)
c. Can discuss correction- due to bark and loss during cutting
12” x 12” x 12” = 6 board feet

3. Understanding of Volume Tables
a. Can use by finding tree diameter on left column
b. And follow across to where it intersects with height

4. Understanding of Standard Merchantable volume
a. Discuss Standard Cord (=volume from cord table /90)
b. Discuss MBF (one thousand board feet)
=volume from saw timber table / 1000

SCALE: 1 = Acceptable

Part 3

0 = Unacceptable, Redo

Field Lab Activity
Completed Correct

1. Determines correct table based on diameter.
2. Determines volume from table (using measured diameter &
height)

3. Checks partner’s volume and initials data sheet.
4. Calculates Standard volume.
5. Correctly calculates Standard volume. (shows work)
SCALE: 1 = Acceptable

0 = Unacceptable, Redo
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Name (person #1):_________________________________ Tree:__________
Partner’s name (person #2):__________________________ Tree:__________
Field Data Sheet
Diameter
Person
#1

Estimation

Biltmore:

Diameter tape

Type tree

Person
#2

Estimation

Biltmore:

Diameter tape

Type tree

Measurement:
# of logs height

Wanted:
D or A

Wanted

What is the error of measurement?
What is the effect of the measurement error?

Height
Estimation:
Height
# of logs
Person #1
Person #2
What is the error of measurement?
What is the effect of the measurement error?

Volume
PW

ST

Volume

Stnd Cord =v/90

MBF(board feet)=v/1000

Person #1
Person #2
Application
1. If a cord is worth $75 then how much is your tree worth?
If a MBF is worth $25 then how much is your tree worth?
2. Do you want your tree dead or alive? Justify your decision demonstrating your
knowledge.
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Wanted
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